Energy levels, wavelengths and radiative decay rates have been calculated for states within the 4p k (k = 1-5) and 4d k (k = 1-9) ground configurations in highly charged tungsten ions. Magnetic dipole (M1) and electric quadrupole (E2) transition probabilities have been obtained using the fully relativistic multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) approach including the correlations within the n = 4 complex, some n = 4 → n = 5 single excitations and quantum electrodynamics effects. The validity of the method is assessed through limited comparison with experimental and theoretical data previously published as well as with new relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations. The excellent agreement observed between our new MCDF A-values and those obtained using different theoretical approaches together with a detailed analysis of configuration interaction effects does not confirm the very recent GRASP2K calculations of Jonauskas et al (2012 At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 98 19) for M1 lines within  the 4d k configurations, the latter results remaining in large disagreement with all other methods in many cases.
Introduction
Atomic data of tungsten are strongly needed for the identification and interpretation of emission lines from future fusion reactors (such as ITER), which will use this element as plasma-facing material (see e.g. Matthews et al 2007 , Pitts et al 2009 , Hawryluk et al 2009 . In this context, forbidden lines are of great interest for plasma diagnostics because the corresponding radiation intensities are often very sensitive to electron temperature and density. Consequently, reliable radiative data for such forbidden lines in different ionization stages of tungsten are to be determined from experimental measurements or theoretical calculations.
On the experimental side, several studies led to the identification of a bit more than a hundred of the forbidden lines in tungsten ions, from W 28+ to W 57+ in a tokamak or electronbeam ion trap (EBIT) from ultraviolet to x-ray regions (Tragin et al 1988 , Neu et al 1997 , Porto et al 2000 , Utter et al 2000 , Pütterich et al 2005 , Radtke et al 2007 , 2007 , 2008 , 2011a , Clementson et al 2010 . All of these data were compiled at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) by Ralchenko et al (2011b) who critically evaluated wavelengths for observed lines and energy levels for many ionization stages of tungsten. Together with the previously published analyses of the spectra of neutral and singly ionized tungsten by Kramida and Shirai (2006) and of multiply charged ions W 2+ through W 73+ by Kramida and Shirai (2009) , NIST compilation provides reference data for all tungsten spectra including magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole radiation.
Forbidden transitions in tungsten ions were also investigated using different theoretical methods over the last few decades. More precisely, the multiconfiguration DiracFock method was used for computing transition probabilities for forbidden lines in the 3p k configurations in W 57+ (Huang et al 1983) , W 58+ (Saloman and Kim 1989) , W 59+ (Huang 1984) , W 60+ (Huang 1985) and W 61+ (Huang 1986 ). Feldman et al (1991 Feldman et al ( , 2001 ) and Doron and Feldman (2001) performed a systematic study of density-sensitive magnetic dipole lines in Ti-like ions including W 53+ . Fully relativistic, ab initio calculations of wavelengths and oscillator strengths were carried out by Fournier (1998) for 11 tungsten ions from Rblike W 37+ to Co-like W 47+ . Decay rates for forbidden lines were also obtained by Charro et al (2002 Charro et al ( , 2003 for W 55+ and W 61+ ions using the relativistic quantum defect orbital (RQDO) approach, by Safronova and Safronova (2010) Quinet et al (2010) for W, W + and W 2+ species using the relativistic Hartree-Fock (HFR) method. Using the relativistic flexible atomic code (FAC), Ralchenko et al (2011a) calculated wavelengths and transition probabilities corresponding to some forbidden lines within the 3d k (k = 1-9) ground configurations of tungsten ions W 47+ through W 55+ . This work was considerably extended in our recent work (Quinet 2011) in which forbidden transitions connecting all energy levels within the 3p k (k = 1-5) and 3d k (k = 1-9) configurations in tungsten ions from W 47+ to W
61+
were investigated using the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method. Magnetic dipole transitions between levels of the 4d k ground configurations of tungsten ions W 29+ through W 37+ were analysed using large-scale configuration interaction methods by Jonauskas et al (2010) who reported theoretical wavelengths and transition probabilities for a limited number (45) of lines between 44 and 98 nm. Finally, very recently, relativistic calculations for M1 transitions in the 4d k configurations of W 29+ -W 37+ ions using the GRASP2K code were carried out by Jonauskas et al (2012) who observed large discrepancies with theoretical transition probabilities previously published.
The aim of this paper is to extend these works by investigating the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole transitions involving all of the levels belonging to the ground configurations of highly charged tungsten ions with an open 4d shell (W  29+ -W  37+ ) or an open 4p shell (W  39+ -W  43+ ) . For these lines, energy levels, wavelengths and transition probabilities were computed using the fully relativistic MCDF method including the most important configuration interaction effects as well as quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections. The theoretical model used as well as a comparison between all available data is presented in detail in the following sections.
Theoretical approach
The investigation of highly charged tungsten ions considered in this paper requires the simultaneous consideration of electronic correlation and relativistic effects. The MCDF method in the form developed by Grant and coworkers is ideal for this purpose. Consequently, this approach was used in this paper with the latest version of GRASP, the general-purpose relativistic atomic structure package, developed by Norrington (2009) . The computations were performed in the extended average level (EAL) mode in which a weighted trace of the Hamiltonian is optimized using level weights proportional to 2J+1. This was completed with the inclusion of the relativistic twobody Breit interaction and the QED corrections due to selfenergy and vacuum polarization using the routines developed by McKenzie et al (1980) . In these routines, the leading corrections to the Coulomb repulsion between electrons in QED are considered as a first perturbation using the transverse Breit operator given by , the second-order vacuum polarization corrections are evaluated using the prescription of Fullerton and Rinker (1976) and the self-energy contributions are estimated by interpolating the hydrogenic n = 1, 2 results of Mohr (1974 Mohr ( , 1975 and by scaling to higher n states according to 1/n 3 . Moreover, the nuclear effects were estimated by considering a uniform charge distribution with the usual atomic weight of tungsten, i.e. k and 4d k configurations, the relativistic two-body Breit corrections were found to vary from 330 to 16700 cm −1 , while QED effects were found to vary from 0 to 1700 cm −1 . This represents relative contributions to the total energies ranging from 0.5% to 2.7 % for Breit interaction and from 0% to 0.12% for QED effects.
Energy level structure
Energy levels calculated in this work using the in both LS-and j j-coupling schemes is also given in that table. In the j j notation adopted, nl − corresponds to the case j − = l − 1/2, while nl is written for j + = l + 1/2. As seen from the table and as expected for such highly ionized atoms, j j coupling appears much more adequate than the LS one, the average j j purities obtained in this work being found to be equal to 99% and 84%, for the 4p k and 4d k configurations, respectively, while the corresponding average LS contributions are found to range from 77% to 52%. Consequently, the j j designation has been used throughout this paper. For simplicity, in table 2 each energy level belonging to a particular ion is labelled as nl k [i] J , where nl k is the electronic configuration, i is an order number in this configuration and J is the total angular momentum.
Our results are also compared in table 2 with available energy levels taken from the latest NIST compilation (Ralchenko et al 2011b) , which is entirely based on the data listed by Kramida and Shirai (2009) for the ions considered in the present paper. For the 4p k and 4d k configurations, the experimental energy levels reported in these compilations were originally determined from emission spectra observed by Radtke et al (2007) Kramida and Shirai (2009) using parametric fitting with Cowan's codes (Cowan 1981 Kramida and Shirai (2009) but it may reasonably be expected that, for highly ionization degrees such as those considered here, the fully relativistic MCDF method used in our work should be more appropriate than the Hartree-Fock approximation used by Kramida and Shirai (2009) where relativistic effects were included perturbationally.
Wavelengths and transition probabilities for forbidden lines
Wavelengths and transition probabilities for magnetic dipole (M1) and electric quadrupole (E2) transitions within the 4p k and 4d k ground configurations of tungsten ions were computed using the MCDF method described above. Results are listed in table 3 for lines with A-values greater than 10 4 s −1 except a few weaker lines observed experimentally. If the two types of radiations contribute significantly to the total intensity of a line, the sum of both A-values is given in the table. The exclusion criterion of one particular type of radiation for a given transition is that the corresponding transition probability should be less than 1% of the sum of M1 and E2 contributions. As already noted in our previous work on the 3p k and 3d k configurations (Quinet 2011) , M1 contributions were found to dominate by far E2 ones in the 4d k configurations, while both Radtke et al (2007) who used high-resolution x-ray and extreme ultraviolet tungsten spectra produced in an EBIT source. Among the emission lines from highly charged tungsten ions observed by these authors, 41 were identified as being due to forbidden transitions within the 4d k ground configurations of W 29+ through W 37+ , while 8 lines were identified as arising from the 4p k ground configurations of W 39+ through W 43+ . In general, our theoretical results agree rather well with the experimental wavelengths, the mean ratio λ This work /λ exp being found equal to 1.003 ± 0.009 where the uncertainty represents the standard deviation of the mean. This is illustrated in figure 1 where this ratio is shown as a function of λ This work for each available measured wavelength. However, when looking at this figure in more detail, one can note that the agreement with experimental data is better for forbidden lines within 4p k (λ This work /λ exp = 0.999 ± 0.003) than for those within the 4d k (λ This work /λ exp = 1.004 ± 0.010) ground configurations, the scattering being much larger for the latter than for the former ones. This was already mentioned by Jonauskas et al (2010) who critically evaluated the line identifications by Radtke et al (2007) for the 4d k transitions in multicharged tungsten ions thanks to detailed comparisons of experimental wavelengths with values computed using different theoretical approaches. In this study, new interpretations of some lines were proposed that allowed the large theory-experiment deviations that existed in the previous data to be removed. Questionable experimental wavelengths or line identifications in Radtke et al (2007) were also highlighted by Jonauskas et al (2010) figure 2 , we compare the wavelengths calculated in this work for forbidden lines in the 4d k configurations with those computed by Radtke et al (2007) using the Hebrew University Lawrence Livermore Atomic Code (HULLAC) package and with those calculated by Jonauskas et al (2010) (Aymar et al 1970 , Klapisch 1971 , Klapisch et al 1977 . The transition probabilities deduced from these gf -values are also listed in Jonauskas et al (2012) who used the MCDF method implemented in the GRASP2K code (Fischer et al 2006 , Jönsson et al 2007 . In the latter study, large discrepancies were obtained for radiative probabilities in comparison with previous FAC data of Jonauskas et al (2010) , the differences reaching even up to a factor of 3 for some lines. Such discrepancies were not observed when comparing our MCDF data with FAC results. In order to have additional data, we decided to carry out calculations with an independent approach, i.e. the HFR method of Cowan (1981) . This method was used in an ab initio way with the same sets of configurations as those used in our MCDF calculations and listed in Jonauskas et al (2010) . In contrast, the new GRASP2K A-values of Jonauskas et al (2012) show large discrepancies with all of the other three approaches in many cases. In their paper, the latter authors claimed that these discrepancies were essentially due to the larger multiconfiguration basis used in their physical models. To verify this, we performed further HFR calculations using an extended set of configurations in two particular ions, i.e. W 29+ and W 37+ for which the GRASP2K A-values of Jonauskas et al (2012) are respectively a factor of 1.5 smaller and 1.5 larger than our values (obtained with both MCDF and HFR methods) and FAC values published by Jonauskas et al (2010) . More precisely, for these two ions, the lists of interacting configurations given in table 1 were completed by additional configurations chosen among those having the largest configuration interaction strengths with 4d k as estimated by Jonauskas et al (2010 k+2 . It was found that the effect of these configurations on the transition rates was negligible, the variation of A-values being smaller than 0.1% for M1 lines within the 4d 9 (W 29+ ) and 4d (W 37+ ) configurations. This does not seem to confirm that the discrepancies between the GRASP2K data of Jonauskas et al (2012) and all the other theoretical calculations are due to missing configurations in the latter models. Following our present work, the origin of these discrepancies remains thus unclear. Jonauskas et al (2010) . e GRASP2K calculations from Jonauskas et al (2012) .
Conclusion
A new set of theoretical wavelengths and transition probabilities has been obtained for forbidden lines within the 4p k and 4d k ground configurations of multicharged tungsten ions. These results are intended to help plasma physicists with line identifications and interpretation of spectra emitted by plasmas produced in fusion reactors. The accuracy of the present data was tested by comparison with some available experimental and theoretical wavelengths and with transition rates previously calculated for a few lines using different computational approaches. Our new wavelengths are in excellent agreement with the EBIT measurements and with the most reliable calculations performed previously. Concerning the radiative transition probabilities, although our MCDF results are in excellent agreement with data obtained using other approaches (HFR, FAC), unexpected large differences remain with the recent GRASP2K results of Jonauskas et al (2012) . However, our detailed analysis does not seem to demonstrate that such differences can be explained by missing configurations in our physical models.
